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Sequencing in biomedical research 

  $$$ → Human genome project 

  Commodity molecular technologies 

 MP short read sequencing 

  DNA, RNA, miR, …. ChIP-seq 

  Unprecedented opportunity 

  Unprecedented challenges  
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The Promise: Personalised Medicine 
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For Bioinformaticians and 
Biologists, things are a little 

more complex 
down among the weeds. 
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Rooms full of big machines 
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 Producing very big genomic data 
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Raw data – A,C,G,T 
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From sequence to biological insight 

  Complex pipelines 

 Multiple, rapidly evolving tools 

  Far easier to get wrong than right 

  Routinely need to fix/repeat analyses  

  Reproducibility is a fundamental virtue 
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Rapidly changing: 
bioinformatics 
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Rapidly evolving: statistical 
methods and implementations 
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Goal: Reproducible Analysis 

 Good science is reproducible 

  Requires analyses to be reproducible 

 Genomics analyses are complicated 

  Tools and methods evolve rapidly 

 Manual steps not reliably repeatable. 

  RA depends on automated complexity 
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Reproducible code = light script matter 

  Replicable automated analysis code 

  Source scripts, doc in VCS 

  Tool Shed dependencies  

  Secure - back up, access control.. 
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The 90/10 rule 

  Automated systems: 80% - 90% 

  At best ! 

  Change is the only constant 
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Origins of dark script matter 

  Pipeline breaks – needs tweaking 

 Quick script gets run 

  Fixed data reinserted downstream 

  Code probably not in VCS 

  Reproducibility diminished 
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Detecting dark script matter 

 Only discover it when you look for it 

  Turns out to be missing – invisible 

  Needs to be rewritten to rerun 

  Impossible to quantify 
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What Biologists Need  
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What they sometimes end up with 
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Reproducible Quick Scripts 

  Need fully automated analysis 

  Shareable, transparent results 

  Supported in a framework 

  New Galaxy tools ideal 

  Require expert resources 

  Automate script → tool? 
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Galaxy Tool Factory 

  Installable Galaxy tool 

  Admins can run scripts ! 

  Reproducible outputs 

 Optional new tool generation 

  App store (toolshed) compatible 

 Ordinary Galaxy tools - WF ready 
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Tool Factory Operation 

  Paste script 

  Choose interpreter 

  Select (→test) data input  

 Optional Html: autoshow all outputs 

  Execute 

 Optionally generate a new tool 
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A tool that makes tools 

 Generates a new tool XML file 

  Pasted script inside XML 

  As a <configfile> 

  Test, test data, test output 

  Downloadable Tool Shed archive 
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Tool Factory 

  Python, Perl, R, Bash scripts 

  Paste into Tool Factory text box  

 One input, one history output 

  Suits workflow transformations 

  (Html for any number of outputs!) 

  (Can manually add complexity) 
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Tool Shed Compatible 

  App store for Galaxy tools 

  Admin can click to install 

  Explicit tool versioning 

  Remove DSM from your Galaxy  

  Enhanced reproducibility 

  Enhanced sharing of tools 
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